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DAY ONE | TUESDAY, 11 APRIL 2017

RHINOPLASTY CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS room one

Chairmen: Nabil Fuleihan & Hossam Foda

09:30 State of art session: Nasal Tip surgery
Moderator: Pietro Palma, Nabil Fuleihan
- Introduction
  Nabil Fuleihan & Hossam Foda
  Pietro Palma
- Horizons in Refining the Nasal Tip
  Nabil Fuleihan
- My Current Decalogue in Shaping the Tip
  Enrico Robotti
- Endonasal Tip Surgery: What Can You Do?
  Hesham Saleh
- Tip projection & Rotation
  Hassam Foda

10:50 Coffee

11:10 State of art session: Rhinoplasty
Moderator: Enrico Robotti, Hossam Foda
- Refining the Tongue and Groove Technique
  Sanadtep Paun
- Special Surgical Consideration in Rhinoplasty
  Sameer Bafaqeeh
- Concepts in Male Rhinoplasty
  Enrico Robotti
- Lower lateral Cartilage Remodeling in Rhinoplasty
  Alireza Mesbahi
- Camouflage Techniques in Rhinoplasty
  Abdulhadi Geskel
- Rebuilding Surface Aesthetics on the Frontal View
  Pietro Palma

12:40 Lunch

14:00 State of art session: Rhinoplasty
Moderator: Abdulhadi Geskel, Hesham Saleh
- Tip Shaping Sutures
  Nabil Fuleihan
- Technical Pearls in Aesthetic Functional Rhinoplasty
  Mohsen Naraghi
- The Non-Operated look after Rhinoplasty
  Sameer Bafaqeeh
- Thick Skin Management in Rhinoplasty
  Abdulhadi Geskel

15:05 Panel Discussion: Primary Rhinoplasty
Moderator: Nabil Fuleihan
Panelists: Sameer Bafaqeeh, Hassam Foda, Abdulhadi Geskel, Mohsen Naraghi, Hesham Saleh, Pietro Palma, Enrico Robotti

16:00 Coffee

16:30 State of art session: Techniques in Rhinoplasty
Moderator: Sanadtep Paun, Alireza Mesbahi
- Nasal Base Reduction
  Hassam Foda
- Camouflage Techniques in Rhinoplasty
  Hesham Saleh
- Lateral Crural Reversing Technique
  Mohsen Naraghi
- The Ethnic Rhinoplasty: Is it Still Relevant
  Sanadtep Paun
- Should you keep your hands off Male Rhinoplasty
  Pietro Palma

17:45 Close

RHINOLOGY room two

Chairman: Islam Herzallah

09:30 Updated topics in CRS and Nasal Polyps
Moderator: Islam Herzallah
- Early intervention in sinus surgery: Right Surgery at the Right Time
  Ray Sindwani
- Optimizing the outcome of endoscopic sinus surgery in CRS
  Sameh Uwany
- Aspin desensitisation for nasal polyps
  Ahmed Shahzada
- How to manage recalcitrant CRS with and without polyps?
  Christos Georgalas

10:40 Coffee Break

11:00 The Frontal Sinus
Moderator: Christos Georgalas
- Endoscopic Approach to the Frontal Sinus: How to work like a Pro?
  Islam Herzallah
- Golf III: Is there ever an indication?
  Christos Georgalas
- What to expect after a frontal drill out in chronic sinusitis patients
  Zeina Korban

11:45 Panel Discussion: Easy and difficult Frontal Sinus Cases.
Moderator: Ali Ibrahim Al Amri
Panelists: Christos Georgalas, Omar El-Banhawy, Ghasan Abdoh, Nada Ali Al Shathik, Raj Sindwani, Ahmed Shahzada

12:30 Lunch

14:00 CSF Rhinorrhea: challenges and updates
Moderator: Usamah El Hadi
- Investigations in CSF leaks: a new algorithm
  Christos Georgalas
- Endoscopic CSF leak Repair: Techniques explained
  Ahmed Shahzada
- Endoscopic Closure of unusual CSF leak sites
  Usamah El Hadi

14:45 Panel Discussion: Practical Management Scenarios in CSF Rhinorrhea
Moderator: Islam Herzallah
Panelists: Christos Georgalas, Ahmed Shahzada, Usamah El Hadi, Mohammad Hussain Al-Bar, Saad Alsahle

15:30 Coffee Break

16:00 What about Fungus in the Sinus?
Moderator: Ali Ibrahim Al Amri
- Fungal Sinusitis from Mycetoma to Invasive form
  Usamah El Hadi
- Allergic fungal Rhinosinusitis: 15 years conclusions
  Ali Ibrahim Al Amri
- Is MRSA a predisposing factor for recurrence of AFRS?
  Nada Ali Al Shathik
- Cavernous sinus syndrome and lower motor facial nerve paralysis in the course of chronic invasive mucormycosis fungal Sinusitis
  Omar El-Banhawy

17:00 Meet & Ask The Facult
Moderator: Saad Alsahle
Audience will freely ask all the Rhinology Faculty about any challenging cases or questions they have for their practice

17:50 Close

2ND WORLD CONGRESS ON CI IN EMERGING COUNTRIES room three

Chairman: Sunil Narayanan Dutt

09:30 Newborn Hearing Screening and CI Candidacy Evaluations
Moderator: Susan Waltzman
Panelists: Kalyani Mandlje, James Looch, Ronjith Rajeswaran, Neevita Narayanan, Nishita Mohandas, Meenakshi Wadhera, Srinivas Ganji, Apurum Kumar

10:30 Coffee

11:00 Government supported CI Programmes in India
Moderator: Mohan Kameswaran
- Assistance to Disabled Persons (ADIP) Scheme
  Sunil Narayanan Dutt
- Gujarat Government Programme
  Rajesh Vishwakarma
- Andhra Pradesh and Telangana Programme
  Vijay N Tarar EC
- Tamil Nadu Programme
  Mohan Kameswaran
- Rajasthan Programme
  Mohsin Grover
- Challenges in ensuring satisfactory Habilitation in a government funded programme
  Saumitra Shah

12:00 Paediatric Cochlear Implantation: Challenges
Moderator: Lalai Al-Telmesani
Robert Briggs
Panelists: Mohan Kameswaran, Shankar Medikeri, Hassan Wahba, Charles Andrew Van Hasselt, Ahmad Daneshi, Robert Briggs

13:00 Lunch

14:00 Cochlear Implantation in Malformations
Moderator: Hassan Wahba
Panelists: Ameet Kishore, Hassan Wahba, James Looch, Jasswinder Singh, Ahmad Daneshi, Abdelhamid Bengahleem, Saumitra Shah

15:00 Cochlear Implantation in Ossified Cochlea
Moderator: Sunil Dutt
Panelists: Mohan Kameswaran, Muaz Tarbichi, Hassan Wahba, Gerard O’Donoghue, Arthur Castilho, Robert Briggs

16:00 Coffee

16:20 INVITED LECTURES SESSION
Moderator: Lalai Al-Telmesani
- Tips and tricks in achieving RWM insertion and performing safe posterior tympanotomy in cochlear implant surgery in children
  Lalai Al-Telmesani
- Academic Outcomes for Early Implanted Mid Elementary School Children with Unilateral and Bilateral Cochlear Implants
  Robert Briggs

16:50 Alternative Techniques in CI Surgery
Moderator: Rajesh Vishwakarma
Invited Lecture: 1000 CI surgeries with the Veria Technique
Rajesh Vishwakarma
Panelists: Muaz Tarbichi, Gerard O’Donoghue, Jasswinder Singh, Arthur Castilho, Ahmad Daneshi, Lalai Telmesani, Abdelhamid Bengahleem

17:50 Close
09:15 State of art session: Rhinoplasty
Moderator: Hossam Foda, Sameer Bofaqaeh
» Cartilage Grafting in the Nasal Tip
Fazli Apaydin
» Recreating an Aesthetic Alar-Columellar Relationship
Pietro Palma
» Pollybeak: Prevention & Management
Hossam Foda
» Primary Rhinoplasty Procedural Clips: The Sequence and the Recent Trends
Enrico Robotti
» Cephalic Reduction of the Lower lateral Cartilage: Less is More
Alireza Mesbahi
10:25 Coffee
11:00 State of art session: Rhinoplasty
Moderator - Fazli Apaydin, Nabil Fuleihan
» De-projecting the Nasal Tip
Pietro Palma
» The Porotic Tip
Nabil Fuleihan
» The Internal Nasal Valve
Fazli Apaydin
» The Inverted V-Shaped Deformity
Enrico Robotti
» A Systematic Approach to the Severely Twisted Nose
Hesham Saleh
» Profile Alignment
Fazli Apaydin
12:25 Lunch
14:00 Rhinoplasty Video session
Moderator - Hossam Foda
» Four Key techniques for Adjusting the Nasal Tip - Mohsen Naraghi
» Spreader Flaps or Grafts
Santdeep Paun
» Local Corticosteroids injection for thick skin Rhinoplasty patients
Alireza Mesbahi
» Oblique Turn Over Flap for Cephalic Oriented Lateral Crura
Abdulkadir Gaskel
» Nasal Fat Grafting in External Rhinoplasty
Mohsen Naraghi
14:40 Panel Discussion: The Approach Debate: Five Minutes To Prove that the External/Endonasal Way is better.
Moderator - Nabil Fuleihan
Panelists: Fazli Apaydin, Hossam Foda, Pietro Palma, Enrico Robotti, Hesham Saleh
15:10 Panel Discussion: Challenging cases in Rhinoplasty
Moderator - Nabil Fuleihan, Hossam Foda
Panelists: Fazli Apaydin, Abdulkadir Gaskel, Alireza Mesbahi, Pietro Palma, Santdeep Paun, Enrico Robotti
16:00 Coffee
16:30 State of art session: Rhinoplasty
Moderator: Hesham Saleh, Alireza Mesbahi
» Management of Radix Hypoplasia
Mohsen Naraghi
» What I did change in the past five years
Enrico Robotti
» Lessons I have learned from my own mistakes
Abdulkadir Gaskel
» The “Designed” DCF (diced cartilage graft)
Enrico Robotti
» Alar base Surgery
Alireza Mesbahi
17:45 Close
**RHINOPLASTY CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS**

**Chairmen:** Nabil Fuleihan & Hassam Foda

- **09:15** State of art session: Management of Revision cases and complications in Rhinoplasty patients
  - Moderator: Hassam Foda, Abdulhadi Al-Gasheh
    - Osteotomies in Rhinoplasty: Fazli Ayapdin
    - Median Osteotomies: Indication and Techniques: Ali Reza Mesbahi
    - Osce-Cartilaginous Vault Surgery: Hesham Saleh
    - Innovation in Rhinoplasty: Piezo Surgery: Abdulhadi Al-Gasheh
    - The Deviated Nose: Mohsen Naraghi

10:30 Coffee Break

- **11:00** State of art session: Rhinoplasty
  - Moderator: Ali Reza Mesbahi, Pietro Palma
    - Bilateral FON flaps for Septal Perforations: Mohsen Naraghi
    - The Septum & the Crooked Nose: Hassam Foda
    - The Challenges of the “just one thing” Rhinoplasty Patient: Pietro Palma
    - Top Tips in Revision Rhinoplasty: Sundeep Paun
    - Complications in Rhinoplasty: Abdulhadi Al-Gasheh

**Revision and Secondary Rhinoplasty: A Step by Step Approach**

**Chairman:** Hesham Saleh

12:30 Lunch

- **14:00** State of art session: Rhinoplasty
  - Moderator: Nabil Fuleihan, Sundeep Paun
    - Hazards in the Use of Alloplastics: Sundeep Paun
    - Experience in Managing Rhinoplasty Complications: Sameer El-Amin
    - Costal Cartilage Graft Harvesting: Fazli Ayapdin
    - Revision Tip Surgery: Hassam Foda

15:00 Coffee

15:20 Panel Discussion: Complications in Rhinoplasty
  - Moderator: Nabil Fuleihan, Abdulhadi Al-Gasheh, Ali Reza Mesbahi, Pietro Palma, Hesham Saleh
  - Panelists: Fazil Apaydin, Hesham Saleh, Abdulkadir Goskel, Alireza Mesbahi, Pietro Palma

16:00 Abstract Presentations: Moderator: Nabil Fuleihan
  - The role of absorbable PDS plates in difficult septo-rhinoplasty: Basl Hassounneh
  - Cartilaginous columellum strut graft in Rhinoplasty: Hani Abu Mayaleh
  - The nasal valves in Rhinoplasty: Paul Yacoub
  - My self-designed rhinoplasty technique: Xavier Barcelo
  - Contact Sports nasal bridge injuries: Tamer Fawzy
  - Things that should not be done in Rhinoplasty: Cavid Galbarozade

17:00 Close

**RHINOLOGY**

**Chairman:** Islam Herzallah

- **09:15** State of art session: Rhinology
  - Moderator: Omar El-Banaway
    - Hypertensive epistaxis: Update in management: Samy Elwayni
    - Management of catastrophic nasal bleeding: Mohammad Hussain Al-Bar
    - Surgery for rhinitis (vidian neuroectomy): techniques and outcomes: Raj Sindwani
    - Choanal Atresia Repair: Omar El-Banaway
    - In-office rhinologic procedures: tricks and trends: Raj Sindwani

10:30 Coffee Break

- **11:00** Panel Discussion: Management of Sinonasal Tumor
  - Moderator: Mohsen Naraghi
  - Panelists: Chrisos Georgalas, Ahmed Shahezada, Saad Alsaleh, Zeina Korban, Usamah El Had

12:30 Lunch

14:00 Management Tips in Sinus and Nasal Surgery
  - Moderator: Mohammad Hussain Al-Bar
    - Crux Of FESS- Anatomical variations of paranasal sinuses: Narendrakumar VeerasIgamani
    - Evidence based management of chronic rhinosinusitis: Ghasan AlHobly
    - Saddle Nose: how to avoid and manage: Samy Elwayni

14:30 Panel Discussion: Management of CRS with and without polyps: Case scenarios
  - Moderator: Chrisos Georgalas
  - Panelists: Ahmed Shahezada, Islam Herzallah, Saad Alsaleh, Ali Ibrahim Al AMri, Mohammad Hussain Al-Bar

15:30 Coffee Break

16:00 Special Topics in Rhinology
  - Moderator: Nada Alsaleh
    - Turbinectomy Surgery: Practices and Pitfalls: Ghasan AlHobly
    - Effect of radifrequency of the inferior turbinates by Surgitron EMC on olfaction and taste sensation: Nada Alsaleh
    - 3D endoscopy - the future of endoscopic surgery: Ahmed Shahezada

16:45 Close

**2ND WORLD CONGRESS ON CI IN EMERGING COUNTRIES**

**Chairman:** Sunil Narayan Dutt

- **09:15** Panel Discussion: Mentorships, Satellite Centres, Global Access, Funding
  - Moderator: Charles Andre Van Hasselt, Nishita Mohandas

10:15 INVITED LECTURE SESSION: Moderator: Saad Elzyayt
  - Expanding Cochlear Implant Candidacy: Electro-natural stimulation (ENS) in partial deafness treatment: Piotr Sharzynski
  - Pediatric cochlear implant: past-present-future: Saad Elzyayt

10:45 Coffee

- **11:00** Complications, Revisions and Reimplantations
  - Moderator: Robert Briggs
    - Milind Kirtane, Shonhar Medikeri, Vinay Kumar EC, Susan Waltzman, Neevita Narayan, Nishita Mohandas, James Leoc, Kapil Sithka, Piotr Sharzynski, Abdulhamid Bengalheim

12:00 Mapping: Emerging Countries Perspective
  - Moderator: Neevita Narayan
    - Panelists: Madhuri Gore, Asha Yathiraj, Ranjith Rajeshwaran, Nishita Mohandas, Kalyani Mandhe, Fayeaz Jaffer, Srinivas Ganji

13:00 Lunch

14:00 Habilitation: Getting over the Barriers
  - Moderator: Kalyani Mandhe
    - Panelists: Ranjith Rajeshwaran, Madhuri Gore, Asha Yathiraj, Rupali Mathur, Fayeaz Jaffer, Srinivas Ganji, Ahmad Daneshi, Charles Andrew Van Hasselt

15:00 Coffee

15:30 Abstract Presentations
  - Moderator: Sunil Dutt
    - Cochlear Implantation in Postlingual Deaf Adults
      - Where do we stand today? TODAY: Sumit Mitra
    - Initial Experience with the Nucleus CI532 Cochlear Implant Electrode
      - Robert Briggs
    - Review of cochlear implantation in Taiwan and personal 500 cases CI experience in Chang-Gung Memorial Hospital: Castilho Wu
    - Cochlear Rotation Angle of Nigerians Measured Across DICOM Viewers - A Preliminary Study to Preview for Difficult Cochlear Implantation: Subirendra Kumar
    - Cochlear Implant in Challenging Cases: Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital Experience: Harim Priyono
    - Cochlear Implantation in Oman - Al Nahda experience: Subirendra Kumar
    - Saving Time in Cochlear Implant Surgery: Sumit Mitra
    - Intracochlear damage with CI electrodes - a temporal bone study: Kapil Sithka
    - Apollo Bangalore experience in cochlear implantation on 6 patients with Osified Cochlea: Sumit Kumar Gaur
    - Clinical Audit of Audiological, Speech and Surgical Outcomes of the First 200 Cochlear Implantees attending Vani Pradan Kendra: Geethi Sahni

17:00 Close
**SPEAKER FACULTY**

### Activity Directors

Ahmad Alamadi, MD, Co-Chairman Middle East Update in Otolaryngology, Consultant Otolaryngologist & Medical Director, Al Baraha Hospital; Clinical Associate Professor, Sharjah University; Head of Evaluation Committee for higher degrees, Ministry of Health, Dubai, UAE

Raj Sindwani, MD, Vice Chairman and Section Head of Rhinology, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio, USA

Muazza Tarabichi MD FACS, Head of ENT Department, American Hospital Dubai, Dubai, UAE

### Planning Committee

Ahmed M.S. Soliman, MD, Director- Voice, Airway, & Swallowing Center, Associate Director, Temple Head & Neck Institute, Professor & Vice Chair, Department of Otolaryngology, Head & Neck Surgery, Lewis Katz School of Medicine at Temple University, Philadelphia, USA

Carmelo Barbaccia, MD ENT, Consultant Head and Neck Surgeon, American Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Hossam M.T. Foda, MD, Professor & Head of Facial Plastic Surgery, Otolaryngology Dept., Alexandria Medical School, Alexandria, Egypt

Islam Herzallah, MD, PhD, Consultant of Rhinology & Endoscopic Skull Base Surgery, Otolaryngology – Head & Neck Surgery Centre, King Abdullah Medical City, Riyadh, KSA

Mustafa Kapadia, MBBS, MS (ENT), DNB, Surgical Assistant ENT, ENT Clinic, American Hospital Dubai, Dubai, UAE

Nabil Fuleihan, MD, Professor and Chairman, Otolaryngology – Head and Neck Surgery, American University of Beirut Medical Centre, Beirut, Lebanon

Sunil Dutt, MD, Prof, Senior Consultant and Clinical Director, Department of Otolaryngology (ENT) and Head-Neck Surgery, Head of Cochlear Implant Programme, Apollo Karnataka Region, Apollo International Hospitals, Bangalore, India

### Otology Track Speakers

Abdusalam Baqays, Demonstrator, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Ahmed Allam, Lecturer, Faculty of Medicine Mansoura University, Mansoura, Egypt

Ahmed Khattab, Lecturer, Tanta University, Tanta, Egypt

Aisha Larem, MD, Senior ENT Consultant, ENT Department, Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar

Amr Elkebeem, MBBS, FRCS- ORL/HSN, Senior Consultant, Hamad Medical Corporation, Hamad Hospital, Doha, Qatar

Frederic Venail, MD, Professor, Chairman of Otolaryngology and Neurotology Department, University Hospital Gui de Chauliac, Montpellier, France

Gerlinger Imre, MD, Professor of Ear, Nose, Throat and Head and Neck Surgery, University of Pécs Medical School, Pécs, Hungary

Hany Kassamy, Lecturer, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt

Harim Priyono, MD, Department of Otorhinolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, University of Indonesia, Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital, Jakarta, Indonesia

Magdy Negm, MD, Specialist Otorhinolaryngologist, Alexandria Ear Hospital, Alexandria, Egypt

Mohamed Rashad Ghonim, MD, Head of Otolaryngology & Neuro-otology Unit, Mansoura University, Mansoura, Egypt

Mustafa Adnan, MD, Professor, Consultant Otorhinolaryngologist, Head and Neck, King Fahad Armed Forces Hospital, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Nazik Abdullah, MD, Associate Professor, University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Saudi Arabia

Piotr Skarzynski, Associate Professor, MD, PhD, Scientist, Institute of Physiology and Pathology of Hearing, Warsaw, Poland

Pradeep Vundavalli, MD, ENT Consultant, Asian ENT Hospital, Hyderabad, India

Robert Vincent, MD, Otolaryngologist, Causse Ear Clinic, Colombiers, France

Sharafudheen PK, MD, Chief Consultant ENT & Cochlear Implant Surgeon, Ascent ENT Hospital, Kerala, India

Tarig Nafe, MD, ENT Consultant, ENT Khartoum Hospital, Khartoum, Saudi Arabia

### Laryngology Track Speakers

Ahmed Mohammed Aldkhyyal, MD, Head of Laryngology Division in ORL&HNS Department, Prince Sultan Military Medical City, Riyadh, KSA

Alain Michel Sabri, MD, Chairman of Otolaryngology, Department, Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Ashraf Abou Eleze, MD, Professor of Phoniatrics, Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt

Ezzat Saleh, MD, Professor of ENT, Assiut University, Assiut, Egypt

Hamoud A. Alarouj, MD, Chairman, Otolaryngology H&N Surgery Department, Farwaniya Hospital, Kuwait City, Kuwait

Jihad Achkar, MD, Attending-Laryngologist, Clemenceau Medical Center, Beirut, Lebanon

Lega Saleh Natto, MD, Otolaryngology, Head & Neck Surgery Consultant, Laryngology and Voice Disorders, International Medical Centre, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Naushan Jamal, MD, Residency Program Director and Clerkship Director, Assistant Professor, Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Assistant Professor, Department of Surgical Oncology, Fox Chase Cancer Center, Temple Head & Neck Institute, Lewis Katz School of Medicine at Temple University, USA

Roger Moukarbel, MD, Assistant Professor of Clinical Otolaryngology, Department of Otolaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery, American University of Beirut Medical Center, Beirut, Lebanon

Tarek A Dufan, MD, Msc, FRCPD Director, Radiation Oncology, American Hospital, Senior Consultant Radiation Oncologist, Associate Professor, University of North Dakota, North Dakota, USA

Yousef Mostafa Saleh, Consultant, Al Noor Hospital, Abu Dhabi, UAE

### Rhinology Track Speakers

Ahmed Shahzada, MD, Consultant Rhinologist and Skull Base Surgeon, University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Trust, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Ali Ibrahim Al Amri, MD, Consultant Rhinologist And Base Of The Skull Surgeon, King Salman Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Christos Georgoulas, Director, Endoscopic Skull Base Athens, Hygeia Hospital, Athens, Greece

Fazali Wahid, MD, Assistant Professor, MIT/Lady Reading Hospital (LHR), Peshawar, Pakistan

Ghassan Alkoby, MD, Board certified Otolaryngologist, fellowship in Rhinology and Endoscopic skull base surgery, Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Prince Sultan Military Medical City, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Mohammad Hussain Al-Bar, MD, Assistant Professor, Rhinology and Endoscopic Skull Base Surgery, Laryngology and voice surgery, Department of Otolaryngology, King Fahad Hospital of the University Al Khozar, Khozar, Saudi Arabia

Mohsen Naraghi, MD, President, Rhinology Research Society, Division of Rhinology and Facial Plastic Surgery Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Nada Ali Alshaikh, MD, Consultant Rhinology Endoscopic sinus & skull base surgery, Dammam Medical Complex, Dammam, Saudi Arabia

Narendrakumar Veerasigamani, MD, Consultant ENT Surgeon, Indoamerican Hospital, Vaikon, Kerala, India

Rajginath Ganesan, MD, Head & Neck Consultant, Sri Harsha, India

Saad Alsaeed, MD, Assistant Professor, Consultant, Rhinology and Skull Base Surgery Unit, Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery Department, King Saud University Medical City, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Samer Abu Risk, Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery Resident, American University of Beirut Medical Centre, Beirut, Lebanon

Sami Elwan, MD, Professor of Otolaryngology, Alexandria Medical School, Head of Supreme Council ENT Promotion Committee, Member of Collegium of Otolaryngology, Chairman of Alexandria Society of Rhinology, Alexandria, Egypt

Usama El Hadi, MD, Clinical Professor, American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon

Wasam Abbas Abdalhame Albu Shih, MD, Otolaryngology Specialist, Ad-Diwaniya Teaching Hospital, Ad-Diwaniya, Iraq

Zoila Korban, MD, Clinical Instructor, Otolaryngology- Head & Neck Surgery, American University of Beirut Medical Center, Beirut, Lebanon
Rhinoplasty Track Speakers

Abdulkadir Gökşel, MD, ENT Specialist, Rhinostanbul Clinic, Istanbul, Turkey
Alireza Mesbahi, MD, Director of ENT & Facial Plastic Surgery Department, Khodadoust Hospital; International Secretary, Iranian Rhinologic Society; Secretary, Pars Rhinologic Society, Shiraz, Iran
Basil Hassouneh, MD, Consultant Otolaryngology - Facial Plastic Surgery, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
Cavid Cabaarzade, MD, Otorhinolaryngologist, Azerbaijan Medical University, Azerbaijan
Enrico Robotti, MD, Chief of Plastic Surgery, Ospedale Papa Giovanni XXIII, Bergamo, Italy
Fazli Apaydın, MD, ENT Specialist, Subspecialty Facial Plastic Surgery, Ege University Hospital, Izmir, Turkey
Hani Abou Mayalah, MD, Consultant, ENT-Facial Plastic Surgery, Mediclinic Dubai Mall, Dubai, UAE
Hesham Saleh, MD, Consultant Rhinologist/Facial Plastic Surgeon and Honorary Senior Lecturer, Charing Cross & Royal Brompton Hospitals, Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom
Mohen Karaghi, MD, President, Rhinology Research Society, Division of Rhinology and Facial Plastic Surgery Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran
Paul Yzabek, MD, Consultant, Trad Hospital, Beirut, Lebanon
Pietro Palma, MD, Clinical Professor, Consultant, Nasal Plastic Surgery - Otorhinolaryngology Head & Neck Surgery, HVS University of Insurbia Varese - Private Practice, Milano, Italy
Sameer Bafaeq, MD, German ENT – Facharzt and American Fellowship in Facial Plastic; University Professor; Consultant in Facial Plastic & Rhinology, Chairman Facial Plastic Division College of Medicine, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Santdeep Paun, MD, Consultant Facial Plastic Surgeon, President, European Board for Certification in Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, St Bartholomew’s and The Royal London Hospitals, London, United Kingdom
Tamer Fawy, MD, Assistant Professor, Fayoum University, Cairo, Egypt
Xavier Barcelo, MD, Otolaryngologist, Clinica Diagonal, Barcelona, Spain

Head & Neck Track Speakers

Adnan yar Muhammad, Fellow Head and Neck Surgery, Agha Khan University Hospital, Karachi, Pakistan
Ahmad Al Omari, MD, Assistant Professor, Jordan University of Science and Technology, Amman, Jordan
Ahmed Tantawy, MD, Professor of Otolaryngology – Head and Neck Surgery, Alexandria University; Alexandria, Egypt
Aneesha Kumar, MD, Consultant Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgeon, Midcentral DHB, Palmerston North, New Zealand
Arqam Ali, MD, Tehran, Iran
Arturo Mario Poletti, Consultant, Saudi German Hospital, Dubai, UAE
Donia Mejbil, MD, Consultant, Saudi Arabia
Fawaz Makki, MD, Head & Neck Surgery Fellow, University of Alberta, Alberta, Canada
Haiman Mirghani, MD, Consultant, Gustave Roussy Cancer Centre, Villejuif, France
Huda Ezz Eddin Mustafa, MD, Consultant in Endocrinology and Diabetes, Lead physician of Thyroid Cancer Services, Sheikh Khalifa Medical City, Abu Dhabi, UAE
John Yoo, MD, FRCS, FACS, Professor and Chair, City-wide Chief, Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, London Health Sciences Centre, Western University, London, Ontario, Canada
Kamal Ebeid, MD, Assistant Lecturer of ORL, Tanta University, Tanta, Egypt
Mousa Ali - Al-Abbad, MD, FCAP, FIAC, CPHO, CPE, Consultant Pathologist, Professor of Pathology & Cytopathology, Sheikh Khalifa Medical City, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Mu'azn Mansogi, MD, Physician, Dubai Health Authority, Dubai, UAE
Roger Moukarbel, MD, FACS, Assistant Professor, Head and Neck Oncology and Microvascular Reconstructive Surgery, Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, American University of Beirut Medical Center, Beirut, Lebanon
Sanjay Kewalramani, MD, ENT Specialist, Al Qassimi Hospital, Sharjah, UAE
Yogesh More, MD, ENT Consultant, Sheikh Khalifa Medical City, Cleveland Clinic, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Zaid Almubarak, Medical Intern, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Young Otolaryngologist Speakers

Ali Oguz Demir, ENT Specialist, Dokuz Eylul University; Otolaryngology, Head&Neck Surgery Clinic, Izmir, Turkey
Fahad Alozabi, Teaching Assistant, Imam University; PSG V, Saudi Board Of Otolaryngology; King Abdullah Specialized Children Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Geo Thachil, Clinical Fellow in Otology, Apollo Hospital, Bangalore, India
Marium Afaque, House Officer, Jinnah Post Graduate Medical Centre, Karachi, Pakistan
Mohammad Mahmoud Khalil Alsalem, ENT Chief Resident, King Abdullah University Hospital, King Abdullah Medical City, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Naseer Alzahrani, ENT Resident, King Fahad Medical City, Riyadh, KSA
Saad Abdur Rehman, Postgraduate FCPS, Part 2 Resident, ENT Head And Neck Department, Jinnah Postgraduate Medical Centre, Karachi, Pakistan
Sara Bayounos, ENT Resident, King Abdullah Medical City, Riyadh, KSA
Subash Khadka, Registrar, KIST Medical College and Teaching Hospital, Patan, Nepal
Sumit Kumar Gaur, Senior Registrar, Departments of Otolaryngology and Radiology, Apollo Hospitals, Bangalore, India

Instructional Courses Speakers

Antoine Jakiis, MD, President of the Lebanese Society of OL-HNS, Saint George Hospital Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon
Assunçao O’Neill, MD, Assistant Professor. NOVA Medical School, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal
Fadi Kanaan, MD, Consultant ENT, Tawam Hospital, Al Ain, UAE
Goyo O’Neill, MD, Professor, NOVA Medical School, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal
Ibrahim El Achkar, MD, ENT and Plastic Surgeon, Dr. Achkar Clinic, Beirut, Lebanon
Kingma Herman, MD, Clinical Physicist; Professor, Maastricht University Medical Centre, Maastricht, Netherlands
Levente Deck, MD, PhD, Consultant ENT Surgeon; Head of ENT Department, ENT Department, Al Zahra Hospital Dubai, Dubai, UAE
Malek Abu Safieh, Audiology Division Manager, Jeddah Institute For Speech And Hearing, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Mariam Syeda, Speech Language Pathologist, American Hospital, Dubai, UAE
Moataz Elzayat, Phoniatrician, Al Qassimi Hospital, Sharjah, UAE
Mohamed Abdelzawahab, MD, Professor of Audiology and Vestibular Disorders, ORL Department, Mansoura University, Mansoura, Egypt
Mohamed El-Sayed Atia, MD, Consultant, Forensic ENT Medicine, Arabian Scientific Consultancy Center, Kuwait City, Kuwait
Mohammed Gomaa, MD, Professor of Otorhinolaryngology, Minia University, Minia, Egypt
Mohamed Saeed, Specialist in Medical Audiology and Speech therapy, Hawcharkh center for Audiology &Speech Therapy, Erbil, Iraq
Mona Al Rakaf, MD, Consultant, Head Audiovestibular Medicine Division ORL, HANS Department Prince Sultan Military Medical City, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Mufeed Mohammad Al Jeady, Speech & Swallowing Pathology Consultant ENT, Dallal Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Neha Shah, ENT Consultant, St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, Mumbai, India
Nusabla Sallam, Speech Therapist, University of Ottawa, School of Rehabilitation Sciences, Dubai, UAE
Omar Banimustafa, Speech Language Pathologist, Abu Dhabi Educational Council, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Patrik Westerkull, President, Otoria AB, Askm, Sweden
Reham El Rashed, Audiology Physician, Dubai Hospital, Dubai, UAE
Ross Davidson, Director, Bacteriology-Associate Professor, Queen Elizabeth II Health Sciences Centre, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Sara Bachar, Speech Language Pathologist, Sheikh Khalifa Medical City, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Smitha jino, Sr Audiologist, Sheikh Khalifa Medical City, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Susan Abdı, Audioligical Scientist, Specialist, Cochlear Implant Director of Clinic, Tehran University, Tehran, Iran
Tawke Gabr, MD, Associate Professor, Tanta University Hospitals, Tanta, Egypt
Yousuf Saleem, MD, ENT Consultant, St Helens & Knowsley Teaching Hospitals, Merseyside, United Kingdom